Background: The role of thoracic radiation therapy (TRT) after chemotherapy (CHT) in extensive-stage small cell lung cancer (ES-SCLC) has not been well defined. We investigated whether intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) improves outcomes in ES-SCLC after CHT compared to CHT alone. Methods: A total of 292 patients who reached a complete response (CR), partial response (PR), or stable disease (SD) after CHT were assigned into groups: CHT + TRT and CHT alone. Propensity score matching was used to balance patient groups (n = 72 each). Results: The five-year overall survival (OS: 12.3% vs. 3.6%; P < 0.001) and progression-free survival (PFS: 3.2% vs. 1.7%; P = 0.006) rates were significantly higher in the CHT + TRT group. This data was confirmed in the matched samples (5-year OS: 10.5% vs. 1.6%, P < 0.001; PFS: 4.3% vs. 0.0%, P = 0.023). The overall (P = 0.002) and locoregional (P < 0.001) recurrence rates in the CHT + TRT group were significantly lower than in the CHT group. Univariate analysis showed that response evaluation after CHT and TRT were significant prognostic factors of OS. Multivariate analyses revealed that N Stage 0-1 (P = 0.02), > 6 cycles of CHT (P = 0.042), CR + PR after CHT (P < 0.001), and TRT (P < 0.001) were independently associated with longer OS compared to CHT alone. Conclusion: TRT using IMRT is strongly correlated with improved OS and PFS in ES-SCLC patients reaching CR, PR or SD after CHT. A multicenter, randomized phase III clinical trial is needed to confirm these findings.
Introduction
Small-cell lung cancer accounts for 13-20% of all lung cancers, with approximately two-thirds of patients presenting at a stage of extensive disease. 1, 2 Extensive-stage small cell lung cancer (ES-SCLC) is composed of both American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) (7th edition) Stage IV (T any, N any, M 1a/b) and T3-4, which cannot be covered by a tolerable radiation plan because of extensive multiple lung nodules or large tumor/nodal volume. 3 The standard treatment over the past several decades has been four to six cycles of platinum-based chemotherapy (CHT). Survival of ES-SCLC is poor, with median survival ranging from 9 to 12 months and five-year survival of < 2%. [4] [5] [6] Increasing dose intensity, alternating drug regimens, and maintenance CHT have also failed to improve overall survival (OS) in recent decades. 3, 7, 8 In view of the high intrathoracic disease progression of up to 90% within the first year after CHT, thoracic radiation therapy (TRT) has been incorporated into management. 9 TRT has long been administered to improve locoregional tumor control; however, whether TRT provides a clear benefit to survival is controversial. [10] [11] [12] [13] This may be a result of the high mortality of suboptimal RT techniques and an ineffective RT dose. Conformal RT, including intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and three-dimensional conformal RT have been widely implemented in recent years and have proven effective in reducing the radiation toxicity to normal tissues in a variety of cancers. [14] [15] [16] However, the role of TRT after CHT for ES-SCLC is unclear and requires further investigation. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the role of TRT for patients with ES-SCLC who reached a complete response (CR), partial response (PR), or stable disease (SD) after CHT.
Methods Eligibility
Medical records of patients with ES-SCLC who were treated at the Cancer Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences from January 2007 to December 2012 were retrospectively reviewed. Inclusion criteria were: (i) ES-SCLC confirmed according to AJCC (seventh edition) staging; and (ii) patients achieved CR, PR, or SD after four to six cycles of platinum-based CHT. Exclusion criteria were: (i) a history of malignancy in other sites (previously or at the same time), not including curable non-melanoma skin and cervical carcinoma in situ; (ii) uncontrolled heart disease or myocardial infarction in the past six months; (iii) a history of mental illness; (iv) pregnant or lactating; (v) uncontrolled diabetes, hypertension; (vi) interstitial pneumonia or active pulmonary fibrosis; (vii) active infection; or (viii) prophylactic cranial irradiation (PCI) after CHT. A total of 292 patients were divided into two groups: CHT + TRT, comprising patients administered TRT after CHT; and CHT, comprising a control group of patients administered CHT alone. The Ethics Committee of our institution approved this study.
Chemotherapy
All patients were administered CHT via a platinum-based regimen with a median of five cycles, primarily etoposide + cisplatin (20 mg/m 2 cisplatin from days 1 to 3; 100 mg etoposide from days 1 to 5) or carboplatin + etoposide (500 mg carboplatin for day 1; 100 mg etoposide from days 1 to 5).
Radiotherapy
TRT commenced within seven weeks after CHT, but not within two weeks after CHT or if acute grade 2 or higher toxic effects of CHT were not yet resolved. RT target volumes were defined based on positron emission tomography (PET) or computed tomography (CT) scans obtained at the time of RT planning. The gross tumor volume (GTV) was limited to the post-induction systemic therapy volume to avoid excessive toxicity. The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as GTV plus 0.8 cm margins and the involved mediastinal node region before CHT. A 0.5 cm three-dimensional expansion of the CTV was used to create the planning target volume (PTV). A total dose of 32-67 Gy was delivered to 95% of the PTV in 25-33 fractions (5 fractions per week) over 5-6.5 weeks using photon beams of 6 MV from a linear accelerator. Organs at risk (OARs), including the bilateral lungs, spinal cord, and heart, were contoured. The dose to the OARs was constrained as follows: the maximal dose to the spinal cord was < 45 Gy, V20 to the bilateral lungs < 28%, V30 to the bilateral lungs < 20%, and V40 to the heart < 30%.
Follow-up
Acute toxicities were scored according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.0 and late toxicities were assessed according to Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) radiation morbidity scoring criteria. 17 All patients were assessed weekly during treatment and followed up every three to six months for the first two years after treatment, every six to 12 months for the next three years, and every year thereafter. Assessments included: CT scans of the neck, chest, and upper abdomen; ultrasonography of the neck and upper abdomen; nuclear bone scanning; and traditional blood and biochemical tests. PET-CT and fine needle aspiration cytology were performed as required.
Recurrences were defined as locoregional (LRR) or distant. LRRs were defined as recurrences at the supraclavicular, mediastinal regions. Distant metastases were defined as recurrences at other sites. All recurrences were confirmed by a CT or magnetic resonance imaging scan of the corresponding site. Cytology or histology was performed if necessary. Multiple recurrences within a month were considered synchronous. The location and identification date of recurrence were recorded. OS was measured from the first date of treatment to death from any cause, loss to follow-up, or the final follow-up, while progression-free survival (PFS) was measured from the first date of treatment to disease progression, loss to follow-up, or the final follow-up.
Statistical analyses
A chi-square test was used to compare categorical data, with or without correction for continuity. The KaplanMeier method was used to calculate the survival rate, and the log-rank method was used to compare survival curves between groups. The Kaplan-Meier method was used for univariate survival analysis to find a correlation between OS and clinical features. A multivariate model was established using the Cox proportional hazards algorithm and significant variables were determined by backward-forward and stepwise methods. To further adjust unbalanced covariates, a propensity score (PS) matching method was used to create two comparable groups of CHT + TRT and CHT alone. The PS for each patient was estimated with a logit model that included the following variables: number of metastatic organs, liver metastasis, bone metastasis, and response evaluation after CHT. The nearest neighbor matching within a prespecified caliper width without replacement was then used as the matching algorithm to perform 1:1 matching of patients in both groups. The significance level was set as P < 0.05. All statistical analyses 
Results

Characteristics of patients
A total of 292 patients (235 men and 57 women) were involved in this study: 96 patients in the CHT + TRT and 196 patients in the CHT group. The median age was 60 (range: 19 -81) years. In the CHT + TRT group, all patients received IMRT. The clinical characteristics did not significantly differ between the groups, except there were significantly more patients with only one metastatic organ and fewer patients with bone or liver metastasis in the CHT + TRT compared to the CHT group ( Table 1) . The PS-matched cohort included 72 patients in each group.
There was an expected balance of covariates in the two groups (Table 1) .
Survival
The median follow-up across the whole study population was 12.5 (range: 3-118) months. In the overall study cohort, the two and five-year OS rates were 34.7% and 12.3%, respectively, in the CHT + TRT group, which were significantly higher than in the CHT group (2-year: 11.1%, 5-year: 3.6%; log-rank χ2 = 25.037; P < 0.001) (Fig 1a) . In the CHT + TRT group, two and five-year PFS rates were 11.8% and 3.2% respectively, which were significantly higher than in the CHT group (2-year: 7.4%, 5-year: 1.7%; log-rank χ2 = 7.543; P = 0.006) (Fig 1b) . Univariate survival analysis was performed to determine whether there was any correlation between OS and clinical features, including gender, age, presence of brain metastasis at diagnosis, Karnofsky performance status score, smoking status, superior vena cava syndrome, T stage, N stage, number of metastatic organs, liver metastasis, bone metastasis, number of CHT cycles, and response evaluation after CHT and TRT ( Table 2 ). The results showed that response evaluation after CHT and TRT were significant prognostic factors of OS.
Using these characteristics as parameters, multivariate analysis revealed that N stage 0-1 (P = 0.02), > 6 cycles of CHT (P = 0.042), CR + PR after CHT (P < 0.001), and TRT (P < 0.001) were independent, favorable prognostic factors of OS (Table 3) .
These findings were confirmed in the matched samples. In the CHT + TRT group, the two and five-year OS rates were 32.9% and 10.5%, respectively, which were significantly higher than in the CHT group (2-year: 6.4%, 5-year: 1.6%; log-rank χ2 = 21.314; P < 0.001) (Fig 2a) . In the CHT + TRT group, the two and five-year PFS rates were 10.1% and 4.3%, respectively, which were also significantly higher than in the CHT group (2-year: 5.0%; 5-year: 0.0%; log-rank χ2 = 5.189; P = 0.023) (Fig 2b) .
Recurrence
In the overall study cohort, 275 (94.2%) patients experienced disease progression during follow-up, including LRR in 159 cases (48.6%), distant metastasis in 101 cases (30.9%) and both at the same time in 15 cases (4.6%), which consisted of 22 (16.9%), 66 (50.8%), and 3 cases (2.3%) in the CHT + TRT group and 137 (69.5%), 35 (17.8%), and 12 cases (6.1%) in the CHT group, respectively. The local area recurrence rate was 19.2% in the CHT + TRT group and 75.6% in the CHT group. TRT greatly reduced LRR. The difference between the two groups was statistically significant (χ2 = 100.080; P = 0.001).
Toxicities
In the CHT + TRT group, 46 patients experienced ≥ 3 grade hematological toxicities and the incidence rate was 35.4% (46/130) compared to 31.9% (63/197) in the CHT group. The difference between the groups was not statistically significant (χ2 = 0.409; P = 0.550). The addition of TRT did not significantly increase the incidence of hematological toxicity after CHT. Radiation-related toxicities were mainly characterized by pneumonitis and esophagitis. The rates of ≥ 2 grade pneumonitis and esophagitis were 28.5% (37/130) and 12.3% (16/130) in the CHT + TRT group, respectively.
Discussion
The use of TRT in ES-SCLC is a focus of research attention. TRT has routinely been used for limited-stage SCLC. Combined with CHT, RT could improve local control rates and overall survival. However, few studies of RT for ES- CHT, chemotherapy; CR, complete response; ES-SCLC, extensive-stage small cell lung cancer; KPS, Karnofsky performance status; MST, median survival time; OS, overall survival; PR, partial response; SD, stable disease; SVC, superior vena cava syndrome; TRT, thoracic radiation therapy.
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SCLC have been conducted and their conclusions have been controversial. Currently, ES-SCLC is mainly treated with CHT, which can relieve symptoms and prolong survival in most patients but few survive for a long duration. 18, 19 Although the objective response rate of CHT can reach 60-80%, median survival is only approximately nine months. 20 Previous literature has reported that more than half of the patients with ES-SCLC experience intrathoracic failure after effective CHT. 21 SCLC is the most sensitive pathological type to RT among all types of lung cancer, and drug-resistant SCLC is not completely resistant to RT, which can maximally eliminate the residual cancer cells resistant to CHT in the primary tumor. Therefore, TRT can theoretically improve lung cancer and thus provide OS benefits. 22 In addition, several studies have reported that TRT is an independent prognostic factor for improving survival in ES-SCLC, 23, 24 proving that TRT can reduce the recurrence of thoracic lesions and improve OS. If a patient experiences local or distant recurrence after first-line CHT, TRT is no longer effective. 25 The CREST study, a phase III study with "consolidative" RT (30 Gy/10 fx) after completion of CHT and PCI, showed improved two-year survival, with two-year OS of 13% in the consolidative group. 26 However, this result conflicts with those of other studies. In the RTOG 0937 study, patients were administered either PCI alone or PCI + TRT (45 Gy/15 fx) after achieving CR or PR from initial CHT. The one-year OS was similar between the PCI and PCI + TRT groups (60.1% vs. 50.8%, respectively; P = 0.21).
11
This study retrospectively analyzed the efficacy of TRT in ES-SCLC patients who did not progress after CHT. Among the patients who received RT for primary thoracic lesions, most received RT after PR and CR, while a few received focal RT to strengthen local control after SD. Long-term follow-up results showed that the two and five-year OS rates in the CHT + TRT group were 37.7% and 12.3%, respectively, significantly higher than 11.1% and 3.6%, respectively, in the CHT group in the same period. The survival benefits observed in the TRT group were related to the significant improvement in local control gained by TRT treatment. Zhu et al. reported that the incidence of intrathoracic recurrence was 29.6% (21/89) in the chemoradiotherapy group and 64.1% (42/65) in the CHT group, and the difference between the groups was statistically significant (P < 0.001). 13 In our study, the LRR rate in the CHT + TRT group significantly reduced to 19.2%, while that in the CHT group was as high as 75.6% (P = 0.001). The median survival rates in our sample were higher than the 10 months reported in previous studies. The two-year OS in the CHT + TRT group was significantly better than 26.1% and 13% reported by Zhu et al. and the CREST study, respectively.
13, 26 The five-year OS in our CHT + TRT group (10.5%) was similar to that reported by Jeremic et al. (9.1%) in their phase III randomized study, showing improvement in survival when concurrent CHT and TRT (54 Gy/1.5 Gy BID) are employed ) Group C+TRT after three cycles of induction CHT, and superior to the 7.1% reported by Zhu et al. 12, 13 In addition, PFS in our CHT + TRT group was obviously improved. We consider that the following factors were responsible: only CR + PR + SD patients after CHT were included in this study and patients with progressive disease were not included; and the average dose of RT in this study was 56 Gy (1.8~2.3 Gy/fraction), higher than the 30~45 Gy/10~15 or 50 Gy/25 fractions administered in previous reports. 10, 12, 13 Consistent with some previous studies, our results show that TRT can reduce the incidence of local failure of ES-SCLC and prolong OS and PFS.
The adverse reactions of RT were tolerable, and no RTrelated death occurred. Although TRT led to increased incidence of adverse reactions, including radiation pneumonia and radiation esophagitis, grade 3 or higher adverse reactions were not significantly increased with the addition of RT. The incidence of radiation esophagitis and radiation pneumonia was also low.
Our results provide further data to develop a promising strategy for this patient population. First, all patients enrolled in this study were administered IMRT, whereas previous CREST studies and most randomized studies included a subset of patients treated using twodimensional techniques. As a result, our conclusions are based entirely on modern RT techniques. Second, we recruited patients without PCI. Because the impact of PCI on survival of ES-SCLC is controversial, we excluded PCI in this study, showing that patients without PCI who received TRT could also obtain long-term survival benefits. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the RT dose used in this study was significantly higher than that in the CREST study. However, there are several limitations associated with this study. First, this is a retrospective analysis, which may optimize the use of RT in ES-SCLC: low-burden disease, responding disease, site-specific disease, optimal patient performance, and clinical factors. However, we mimicked randomization through PS-matching, which eliminated potential bias by creating two comparable groups. Second, this was a uni-institutional study. However, this guaranteed the homogeneity of treatment, and the large ES-SCLC sample enhances the reliability of our results.
In conclusion, TRT using IMRT is strongly associated with improved OS and PFS in ES-SCLC patients reaching CR, PR or SD after CHT. A multicenter, randomized phase III clinical trial is warranted to confirm our findings.
